DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE PRACTICES
FOR

REMOTE BLENDED LEARNING IN
EARLY YEARS EDUCATION

NOTE FROM:
DR. SAMIR HASAN DALWAI
Developmental Behavioural Paediatrician,
New Horizons Child Development Centre
Founder Vice President Early Childhood Association
Joint National Secretary, India Academy of Paediatrics.
“Unprecedented times need innovative solutions based on robust
developmental evidence. Children need positive age appropriate stimulation
for optimal brain development at all times. They also need to be safeguarded
against neglect and negativity. Pre-school teachers are an invaluable resource
to keep children on their developmental track. We need to harness this energy
to deliver gentle, play based messages to our little ones across the country.”

NOTE FROM:
DR. SAGAR MUNDADA
Consultant Psychiatrist
“Interaction via video chat if utilised properly can be helpful…the chat should
focus more on activities rather, simple life skills which teachers can guide the
tiny tots to learn. Nothing matches the face-to-face interaction but in this
scenario, student- student chats (seeing other children) via video calling can
the closest thing to socialisation. The children also get to mingle with other
key humans apart from their parents which can get a little tiring sometimes.
The only precaution should be that it is limited to maximum of 1 hour only. In
fact children are subtly taught to effectively manage the impulse for increased
screen time in long term via these video chats wherein they are taught that
after certain time, no screen time means no screen time, hence improved self
regulation can be taught.”

Early Childhood Association strongly appeals to all State Government Women and Child
Development and HRD ministryDon't Ignore Our Youngest Citizens.
“We are guilty of many errors and many faults, but our worse crime is abandoning the children,
neglecting the fountain of life. Many of the things we need can wait. The child cannot. Right now is
the time his/her bones have been formed, his/her blood is being made, and his/her senses are
being developed. To him/ her we cannot answer 'Tomorrow', his/her name is today”, said Gabriela
Mistral – the Chilean poet-diplomat, educator and feminist.
This quote perfectly surmises the need of the hour in terms of early childhood education and this letter
is an attempt to ﬁnd a solution and bring clarity on the raging confusion today, among parents, schools
and policy makers, regarding lockdown and post covid planning for our young children and about the
necessity of ensuring that young children stay connected to their preschools and anganwadis even if
remotely.
Preschools and anganwadis are closed. Children are missing out on their inoculations, their one mid
day meal, their nurturing and stimulation that they receive with activities like singing, dancing, physical
development and socio-emotional skills. We can understand that children below the age of 10 should
be kept safe at home but why are we trying to keep them away from all the activities that they thrive on?
Parents are busy at home with dual responsibilities- working and taking care of the home, as there is no
support staﬀ now. How much time do you think they would be able to give to the young child? Children
are watching all kinds of inappropriate content on television and mobile phones.
Our National ECCE Policy conforms to the vision of holistic and integrated development of the child
with focus on care and early learning at each sub stage of the development continuum in order to
support all round and holistic development of children. The policy recognizes that young children are
best cared for in their family environment but in a country of widespread diversity and stratiﬁcation,
many families need supportive measures for the optimal development of the child, especially during
this Covid-19 pandemic.
Let us NOT throw away the baby with the bath water, just because a few schools made a mistake of
copying what is done for older children and using it for younger children without thinking of its
consequences. It is important that young children of our country get their cognitive, social, emotional
and language stimulation that they require. It is not always easy or possible for parents today to provide
the same, due to many issues like living alone, struggling with too many responsibilities and the new
fear of Corona.
In this scenario if there is an edutainment program on television for children or if the preschools or
balwadis arrange for a video chat with the children and engage them in age appropriate activities it
would have a positive impact on the mental health of the children and would be a support to the parents
too.
Neuroscience has proven that 90% of the brain develops in the ﬁrst ﬁve years of life. What does that
mean? It means it's the ﬁrst ﬁve years that lay the foundation for life and children go through a period of
rapid learning in the ﬁrst ﬁve years. Our children, since the last two months and for the next six months
will be cooped up at home with very little stimulation. Their brains are making new connections that will
one day become the blueprint for their life. And during this period, if they don't receive the right kind of
care or learning, they will grow up with a few life and learning deﬁcits…. and that is something that we
need to work together to avoid.
Every year, the Annual Status of Education Report highlights abysmal student learning outcomes in
primary schools in rural India. The root cause of this is the lack of quality early years education. When
our entire early years population will not attend preschools and anganwadis for a whole year, can you
imagine the impact on their mental, physical and cognitive health. We are depriving them from a 'head
start' in life and learning.

Today we are planning for every sector..except the early childhood sector. We say, “children are the
future” – and that's true – but there's a fundamental problem with that idea. It suggests that... they're just
kids now, but later, when they become the future, we can start taking care of them...with a better
economy, a better job climate. But that's wrong.Their brain development is happening NOW. The most
embedded parts of their personality – their attitudes and moral values, their emotional tendencies,
their learning abilities, how they will deal with people, how they will deal with situations, good or bad –
they are all a product of experiences that our young children will receive now…during this Covid-19
pandemic. Its time that policy makers and government oﬃcials realise that we cannot let the foundation
of our future be deprived of the required stimulation and connection that they were receiving from their
preschools or anganwadis.
Children are presently cooped up at home; adults around them are extremely busy and irritable and are
not able to give them quality time. In this scenario, children will suﬀer emotionally and socially. So when
the teacher comes on a screen, using a developmentally appropriate platform, to interact with them and
they can see their friends, this is something that should not be criticized, as it will help keep children
happily engaged. Happiness in these crucial times is the most important emotion to keep children safe
and healthy.
Early Childhood Association strongly recommends that preschools and anganwadis should use a
developmentally appropriate and healthy way of connecting everyday with the young children. Sing
songs, narrate stories, play games, teach yoga, laugh, exchange smiles, count objects, name colours,
guess letters and so much more can be achieved through just one hour of 'face-time' on a video chat
platform.
Early Childhood Association strongly recommends that the connection between the teacher and the
child should continue even during the lockdown and till preschools or day-cares open. This is important
because teachers can convey many messages and educate them about:
· Eating healthy.
· Sleeping well.
· Not watching too much TV, or watching inappropriate videos or games on mobile phones.
· Help them understand and dispel fear about corona.
Teachers can help engage children in socio-emotional and physical activities· By helping them video chat with their peers.
· By telling them stories.
· By singing rhymes.
· By engaging them in doing yoga activities.
· By teaching them through stories developed by ECA about physical distancing, wearing masks
and new hygiene rules
· Teachers can play games like guess the sound; who makes this sound etc.
:
An engaging video chat like this, for an hour every day, is not harmful to children.
(Ref: Website kids health medical experts- Time spent with screens (like a TV, tablet, or smartphone)
can be an opportunity to reinforce learning and promote creative play) Even the American Academy of
Paediatricians and W.H.O recommends introducing only “high-quality programming” to children 18 to
24 months of age. Children between the ages of 2 to 5 years should watch only one hour per day of
approved programming.
Early Childhood Association urges all state governments to please ensure that our 'littlest citizens' are
kept actively engaged through 'face-time' video chats by their preschool or anganwadi teachers . This
one hour of video chat with the children by a trained teacher will achieve and contribute immensely to
the foundation of life and learning of our young children. We also recommend that the preschools and
anganwadis must also involve the parents by sending them activities that they can do to spend quality
time with their children during these stressful times of the Covid-19 pandemic. These activities should
not be academic or stressful in any manner but should be supporting parents to tell stories, talk to their
child, bond with their child and ensure that the child's brain is not deprived of the most essential, 'serve
and return' interactions, crucial for brain development.

Early Childhood Association further recommends to preschools and day-cares to give the home-school
connection in three partsa.
Teacher- child connection- through 'face-time' video chats.
b.
Parent-child interaction- give activities that parents can do with their children again
ensure no stress on academics. They can be fun videos to watch together on phonics or
numbers or games and activities.
c.
Child independent activities- give yoga, home chores and activities that children can
do with minimal help
Early Childhood Association is absolutely against a formal, teaching for early years on any remote
learning platforms. This is not the time to stress on academics, academic achievement or assessing
children academically. Focus should be on talking to children about topics that help nurture their
thinking skills, emotional skills and social skills. But the connection with children should
continue…even if remotely.
Children are as it is watching content not meant for them, on television and mobile phones as adults
around them are grappling with work issues and are not able to give them enough time. In this scenario,
a child getting this age appropriate engagement from their school and teacher is not the evil but the
appropriate solution.
This kind of engagement will also keep teachers actively engaged and partnering with parents. The
Early Childhood sector needs to be taken seriously if we want to come out of this pandemic with happy,
resilient children and a robust economy. These video chat engagements are helping children be happy,
and are keeping the teachers actively involved.
Also attached please ﬁnd· Early Childhood Association guidelines on developmentally appropriate Blended Remote
Learning for Early Years.
· Safety Guidelines prepared by Early Childhood Association for the reopening of preschools
and day-cares.
“Sab bachcho ka bhala… desh ka vikas”. During this pandemic, let us not ignore our future.
Our 'littlest' citizens.
Sincerely,
Dr. Swati Popat Vats
President
On behalf of
ECA National Committee
www.eca-india.org
ecapresidentindia@gmail.com

WE CANNOT FORGET THE IMPORTANCE OF EARLY YEARS EDUCATION AS WE FIGHT
THIS PANDEMIC
Guidelines and recommendations by Early Childhood Association to preschools and daycares for engaging with children during lockdown and unlock time and while physical
centers are closedAs early childhood centers (preschool and day-cares) across the nation work on connecting to children
through virtual platforms, it is important that these decisions and plans are informed and based on
research and best practices in early years.
Early Childhood Association strongly recommends that the connection between the teacher and the
child should continue even during the lockdown and till preschools or day-cares open. This is important
because teachers can convey many messages and educate them about:
· Eating healthy.
· Sleeping well.
· Not watching too much TV, or watching inappropriate videos or games on mobile phones.
· Help them understand and dispel fear about corona.
Teachers can help engage children in socio-emotional and physical activities· By helping them video chat with friends.
· By telling them stories.
· By singing rhymes.
· By engaging them in doing yoga activities.
· By teaching them through stories developed by ECA about physical distancing, wearing masks
and new hygiene rules.
· Teachers can play games like guess the sound; who makes this sound etc.
An engaging video chat like this, for an hour every day, is not harmful to children.
(Ref: Website kids health medical experts- Time spent with screens (like a TV, tablet, or smartphone)
can be an opportunity to reinforce learning and promote creative play)
Research clearly suggests (and given by Australian Govt. department of Health) that Pre-schoolers
ages 2 to 5 should have no more than 1 hour of screen time each day. The exception to this rule is video
chatting with grandparents or other family friends, which is considered quality time interacting with
others.
Not all screen time is created equal. For example, an adult and a child playing an interactive phonics or
numbers game on a tablet or watching high-quality educational programming together is good screen
time. Keeping the TV on all day for "background noise" or letting pre-schoolerswatch televisionshows
without supervision are examples of bad screen time. Use screen time as a chance to interact with
children and teach them lessons about the world. Don't let your child spend time alone just staring at a
screen.
Even the American Academy of Paediatricians and W.H.O recommends introducingonly “high-quality
programming” to children 18 to 24 months of age. Children between the ages of 2 to 5 years should
watch only one hour per day of approved programming.
Keeping all this research in mind, Early Childhood Association recommends the following for
all preschools and day-cares that are planning to create Home-School Play connections with
children and their parents1. When planning anything for early years education on a remote platform, please do not label this
as, 'on line learning', 'virtual preschools', or 'classes'. These areNOT suitableterminology
forreferring to preschool- home connection in early years.
2. Please ensure that the interaction between the teacher and children should not be more than 1
hour and it should be like a video chat ﬁlled with singing, story telling and engaging activities like
ﬁnger rhymes, action activities in which the children are not passive viewers but actively
engaged.

3. Have a welcome song ritual in which you acknowledge and take the name of each child
4. Do not try to teach any academics and burden the children, ensure that all activities are play
based.
5. Do not ask test questions or grill children on the platform
6. The entire teacher- child engagement on the platform should be for making children smile,
laugh and be happy.
7. Attendance should not be forced, if the child is unwell or not in the mood.
Early Childhood Association further recommends to preschools and day-cares to give the
home-school connection in three partsa. Teacher- child connection (as given above)
b. Parent-child interaction- give activities that parents can do with their children again
ensure no stress on academics. They can be fun videos to watch together on phonics or
numbers or games and activities.
c. Child independent activities- give yoga, home chores and non ﬁre cooking activities that
children can do with minimal help
We also urge all early childhood educators to refer to this manual, for details and information on
how to plan your blended learning to be Developmentally Appropriate for Early Years.
Early Childhood Association is absolutely against a formal, teaching for early years on any online
platforms. This is not the time to stress on academics, academic achievement or assessing children
academically. Focus on talking to children about topics that help nurture their thinking skills, emotional
skills and social skills.
The Early Childhood Association also wants to draw the attention of the media, policy makers, and
government oﬃcials on the importance of the early years. Children are presently cooped up at home;
adults around them are extremely busy and irritable and are not able to give them quality time. In this
scenario, children will suﬀer emotionally and socially. So when the teacher comes on a screen, using a
developmentally appropriate platform, to interact with them and they can see their friends, this is
something that should not be criticized, as it will help keep children happily engaged. Happiness in
these crucial times is the most important emotion to keep children safe and healthy.
Children are as it is watching content not meant for them, on television and mobile phones as adults
around them are grappling with work issues and are not able to give them enough time. In this scenario,
a child getting this age appropriate engagement from their school and teacher is not the evil but the
appropriate solution.
This kind of engagement will also keep teachers actively engaged and partner with parents.
The Early Childhood sector needs to be taken seriously if we want to come out of this pandemic with
happy, resilient children and a robust economy. These video chat engagements are helping children be
happy, keeping the teachers employed and is thus contributing to the economical revival of the country.
Let us live for our children. This was advocated by the father of Kindergarten, Fredrich Froebel and this
is what ECA wants to stress upon during this pandemic, let us take care of our youngest by ensuring
that we give them active play and engagement opportunities with their teacher and friends, wherever
and whenever possible.
Sincerely,
Dr. Swati Popat Vats
President
On behalf of
ECA National Committee
www.eca-india.org
ecapresidentindia@gmail.com

EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSOCIATION RECOMMENDS DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE
BLENDED REMOTE LEARNING FOR EARLY YEARS EDUCATION
WHAT IS BLENDED LEARNING?
It is a style of education in which students learn via electronic and online media as well as traditional
face-to-face teaching.Remote Blended Learning or The 'Flipped Classroom' Blended Learning.
In the next 18 months or till a cure for Covid-19 is found, we will have to accept that preschoolers
will either not get the opportunity to attend physical preschools due to safety issues or due to
parental anxiety. Even when physical preschools do open, they will again be shut due to spike
in cases and new lockdowns. In this scenario what will work best is Blended learning in Early
Years. A combination of face-to-face and remote learning so that our youngest children do not
miss out on the crucial stimulation for brain growth.
A pressing dilemma in the mind of many parents with young children during this lockdown time in lieu of
Covid-19 is “Screen time! How much is too much for my child? Is screen time my child's friend or foe!”
We understand this dilemma among parents because they do want to ensure continued learning and
social-emotional development of children too during these times. Further, many preschools are being
criticized for implementation of Online learning with young children, which is further making it diﬃcult for
parents to understand whether Online learning is good for my child, if yes how much and in what
format?
Early Childhood Association strongly recommends that the connection between the teacher and the
child should continue even during the lockdown and till preschools or day cares open
As early childhood centres (preschool and day-cares) across the nation work on connecting to children
through 'remote learning' platforms, it is important that these decisions and plans are informed and
based on research and best practices in early years.
So, when exposing children to screen time, preschools must plan equal amount of physical activities
too in the engagement between the screen and the child. What is not acceptable in online learning is
when a school creates an online learning environment where young children are plonked in front of
the screens for 3hours continuously, without engagement, interaction and movement. That makes
Screen time a foe for children!
We recommend a one-hour of 'face-time' video chat (on Google, zoom or Microsoft teams)
It is a Blended learning that we provide to children that involves doing a blend of various
activities with teacher on video chat, at home and with parents for an engaged, experiential
based and meaningful learning daily.
This is important because teachers can convey many messages and educate them about
· Eating healthy.
· Sleeping well.
· Not watching too much TV, or watching inappropriate videos or games on mobile phones.
· Help them understand and dispel fear about corona.
Teachers can help engage children in socio-emotional and physical activities· By helping them video chat with class friends
· By telling them stories
· By singing rhymes
· By engaging them in doing yoga activities
· By teaching them through stories developed by ECA about physical distancing, wearing masks
and new hygiene rules
· Teachers can play games like guess the sound; whose makes this sound etc.

Covid-19 is here to stay for a long time, so is Blended Learning. In these diﬃcult times, it is all
about physical distancing for the child and adults, not social distancing as through blended learning,
children do connect with their friends and teachers on a video platform or video call.

KEEPING ALL THIS RESEARCH IN MIND, EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSOCIATION
RECOMMENDS THE FOLLOWING FOR ALL PRESCHOOLS AND DAYCARES THAT ARE
PLANNING TO CREATE HOME-SCHOOL PLAY CONNECTIONS WITH CHILDREN AND THEIR
PARENTS1. Please do not call the home-school connections on video chats as 'virtual preschools', because
the physical school cannot be replicated on virtual platforms for this age group. It will have to be
limited to interactions on video chat, with less emphasis on academic programs and formats.
2. Do not label these as, 'on line learning', 'virtual preschools', or 'classes', these are not suitable
labels and should not be used for young children and the preschool- home connection.
3. Please ensure that your interaction between teacher and children should not be more than 1
hour and it should be like a video chat ﬁlled with singing, story telling and engaging activities like
ﬁnger rhymes, action activities in which the children are not passive viewers but actively
engaged.
4. Have a welcome song ritual in which you acknowledge and take the name of each child
5. Do not try to teach any academics and burden the children, ensure that all activities are play
based.
6. Do not ask test questions or grill children on the platform
7. The entire teacher- child engagement on the platform should be for making children smile,
laugh and be happy.
8. Attendance should not be forced.

Early Childhood Association further recommends to preschools and day cares to give the
home-school connection in three partsa.

Teacher- child Interaction (as given above)

b.

Parent-child Interaction- give activities that parents can do with their children again
ensure no stress on academics. They can be fun videos to watch together on phonics or
numbers or games and activities.

c.

Child independent activities- give yoga, home chores and non ﬁre cooking activities that
children can do with minimal help

Early Childhood Association is absolutely against a formal, teaching for early years on any
online platforms. This is not the time to stress on academics, academic achievement or
assessing children academically. Focus on talking to children about topics that help nurture
their thinking skills, emotional skills and social skills.

Working with families for a successful blended learning programAs this stage, we need families to come along as they are best allies that can support us (as school) by
extending child's knowledge at home.
Convincing parents about Blended learningParents need not be fearful of the New Normal with Blended Online Learning, but embrace it with
time and ﬂexibility. Parents should not worry about Screen time, but about the quality of content
that the child is exposed to through screen time. Have faith in the school and the teachers as they
are the experts wishing the best for the children.
An engaging video chat , for an hour every day, is not harmful to children. (Ref: Website kids health
medical experts- Time spent with screens (like a TV, tablet, or smartphone) can be an opportunity to
reinforce learning and promote creative play)
Research clearly suggests (and given by Australian Govt. department of Health) that Pre-schoolers
ages 2 to 5 should have no more than 1 hour of screen time each day. The exception to this rule is video
chatting with grandparents or other family friends, which is considered quality time interacting with
others.
Not all screen time is created equal. For example, you and your child playing an interactive phonics or
numbers game on a tablet or watching high-quality educational programming together is good screen
time. Keeping the TV on all day for "background noise" or letting your pre-schooler watch your favourite
shows with you are examples of bad screen time. Use screen time as a chance to interact with your
child and teach lessons about the world. Don't let your child spend time alone just staring at a screen.
Even the American Academy of Paediatricians and W.H.O recommends introducing only “high-quality
programming” to children 18 to 24 months of age. Children between the ages of 2 to 5 years should
watch only one hour per day of approved programming.
The Early Childhood Association also wants to draw the attention of the media, policy makers, and
government oﬃcials on the importance of the early years. Children are presently cooped up at home;
adults around them are extremely busy and irritable and are not able to give them quality time. In this
scenario, children will suﬀer emotionally and socially. So when the teacher comes on a screen, using a
developmentally appropriate platform, to interact with them and they can see their friends, this is
something that should not be criticized, as it will help keep children happily engaged. Happiness in
these crucial times is the most important emotion to keep children safe and healthy.
Children are as it is watching content not meant for them, on television and mobile phones as adults
around them are grappling with work issues and are not able to give them enough time. In this scenario,
a child getting this age appropriate engagement from their school and teacher is not the evil but the
appropriate solution. Families are our best partners to make online schooling eﬃcient.We understand
that parents have other responsibilities and appointments to take care of.
To make it an enjoyable experience for all, take care of the below points to engage the family in
blended learning·

Weekly planner needs to be sent to all the parents before the start of the week so that parents
are prepared with the materials required for the coming session.

·

To have a customer care service (email id/ phone number) where each parents can share out
their concerns related to the learning of their children

·

The children of this age might not be interested in video chat, but as an educator we need to be
patient enough to wait for them and encourage them for learning with the help of diﬀerent
learning aids.

·

Young kids are dependent on older family members. Therefore, each home learning activity
should clearly describe the role that parents/caregivers are expected to play and how they
can best support their children. Guidelines and help sheets and be provided to better assist
the parent.

·

A daily mail is shared with the parent explaining the activity that is lined up for the next day.
Materials and resources that the parent should keep ready with them are explained in the
mail for maximum participation of the child.

·

Alternatives are suggested if a parent does not have a particular resource.

·

We ask parents to take photographs and videos of the child while doing the activity with the
teacher.
Video call is made with each family individually once in a while.

·
·

·

Organize some events involving parents, grandparents such as Red colour day: We can tell
parents that day wear red dress to kid and parents also, keep all red things in kids around or
all over the house etc.
Let's not forget, this age group loves routine and repetition. Parents have to make sure that
child wakes at a particular time and after ﬁnishing his or her morning ritual of bath and
breakfast, sit for the classes.

Training the teacher for the teacher-child interaction on video chat'The most challenging task for teachers is how to reach, stay connected and provide rich learning
experiences and support for the signiﬁcant percentage of children who don't have equitable access
to resources and care. Working together to support all children is at the core of teachers' work.'
In particular, early years teachers embrace the chance to strengthen partnerships with children,
families and carers, and learn more about their worlds – integrating their individual contexts and
needs into planning for learning experiences.
The technical aspects of preparing for the video chat interaction with children1. Technical aspects
·

Think about lighting. Make sure your face is well lit, and that you are not back-lit (for example,
having the sun on the wall behind you will make it hard to see your face).

·

Have a good internet connectivity

·

For preschoolers, a big screen like laptop/desktop is preferable for a better experience.

·

Ensure that all the devices you are using are well charged

·

Check your frame, your face (upto the chest) needs to be seen, along with the hand gestures
during rhymes / stories, and materials during art activities

·

Have a clear background like a plain wall

·

If the virtual background feature works well on your device, use it with image of JS stars.

·

Check video and audio connection before starting the session

2. Self presentation and prior preparations
·

Keep all materials ready before the session starts.

·

Make sure you join in 10 minutes prior to the scheduled time so that you have time to prepare
and set yourself up for the class.

·

Have enough space to keep materials handy, so that it is easy to reach out to them when
needed

·

Enter the video chat room early so that you are there when students arrive and they aren't left
waiting

·

Sit in an area where there is least noise disturbance.

·

Ensure that there would be no distractions around you during the session.

·

Ensure that your face, and all materials you are going to use are seen within the frame.

·

Keep the ﬁnal object ready to be done and then start working on steps to achieve it

·

Since there are 2 educators for each session, you will split the activities among each other.
When teacher A is conducting the activity, teacher B needs to keep an eye on the chat box
and glance through how all the children are responding. And vice versa

·

You may use a ppt instead of ﬂash cards (you need to prepare it)

·

White board can be used to write things that you otherwise write on the blackboard, to explain
concepts to children

·

You may use sounds in the middle of a story / concept introduction (to be played by the Centre
Manager

·

Use live objects to give examples, like objects that start with A, few bottle caps put together
for counting, etc.

3. Engaging children during the session
·

Expect children to be thrilled and excited to see you on screen (they never saw this before)

·

Speak clearly: teach the core lesson exactly as if you were teaching in person. Look directly
into the camera and get comfortable. Remember to speak slowly and clearly, as some of your
students may have low quality Internet connections.

·

Ensure to speak a bit slower than usual, there might be a lag, or transmission of information
virtually needs time

·

Starting class: take a few minutes for introductions (both teacher and students) and/or
attendance. If you have students new to online learning, consider reviewing the basics of using
Zoom.

·

Set expectations: Condition children by expecting what they are going to learn and seating
goals of the class. Remind students about appropriate behavior for the classroom. For a
digital classroom, this may include rules around muting and unmuting, using video, and
using a “thumbs up” to demonstrate understanding (see “check for understanding” below).

·

Use video: Encourage students to enable their video camera so the class feels like a more
social experience.

·

Use Mute: Ask all the learners to keep themselves muted, unless they are speaking. All children
/ participants can be on mute when you do not expect them to speak. This dramatically
improves the audio quality. As meeting host, you are also able to mute students and you should
feel empowered to do so to keep the class running smoothly!

·

Be very, very, very animated. You are the only source of connect, curiosity and fun when you are
conducting the session. Be completely participative and engaging during the session. Use a lot
of voice modulation, change facial expressions and have appropriate body language.

·

Use physical energizers to break the monotony, like make the children stand up and sit down, or
turn around (without you getting up)

Points to keep in mind while planning the content of the teacher child interaction in the video
chat1. Short video chats or meetings. Not exceeding 45 -60 minutes per day, depending on age
group and attention span.
2. Small groups to encourage student participation and interaction with teacher.
3. Activities that involve minimum parent supervision.
4. Don't stress on keeping this video chat module similar to the class routine: many activities
cannot be done on the video chat format!
5. Attendance is not made compulsory. If a family misses a session call and check on them.
Explain the session to the parent and ask them to take the activity at home.
6. Every child to be given an opportunity to talk and express during the session.
7. Ensure two teachers are present in the session, where one teacher observes and takes
notes. She also takes over if the main teacher is having connectivity issues so that children
do not have to wait for longer periods in front of the screen.
8. For successful online classes ﬁrst and foremost important thing is that the children should
look forward to and remain focused for the entire 15 minutes session and 7-10 minutes
break with a play, dance, stretch activity. This helps children to focus better for the next
session. This can be achieved by setting daily routine for children and creating an
environment where children enjoy and participate.
9. When teacher addresses children individually using their names, they feel the sense of
importance and are more attentive.
10. Always give Clear and Precise Instructions
11. A child centered approach is the key to enhance the teaching and learning process. Thus
child's VOICE and CHOICE is to be catered to which will enable them to become active
learners and take ownership of their blended learning.
12. Its often observed that student choices go unnoticed or are not acknowledged which further
leads to reduced participation online and oﬄine, lack of attention and creativity.

Ideas for planning content for blended learning
1. Use platforms where children can share drawings, recordings, videos, audios and be
involved, not just watch2. You can send your recorded videos to children too, for parents and children to watch
together. The app, screencastomatic, is excellent resource to create these videos.
3. Show one concept using diﬀerent methods whole week in this way kids can understand
better.
4. The session has to be a mix of Songs, Rhymes, Brain gym and Games involving turn taking
(expression through action or speech).
5. Each activity should not exceed more that 3-5 minutes to ensure that the child does not lose
interest.
6. An idea for letters- Teacher can show each letter written on a paper and the props related to
that particular letter. The child will recognize the letter and use his/her thinking skills and say
some other words related to that particular alphabet. For example, Teacher shows letter 'P'
and she will show the prop or the picture related to the alphabet 'P' and the child will say
some other words related to that particular letter.

7. During story telling- Show picture of story and ask to predict by showing the cover page
8. Picture talk- Show a picture andask them about sounds they may hear or smells they may
experience when they visit that place.\
9. Add a sensory aspect during stories - STEAM During Stories · S - Talk about weather – It was a bright and sunny day when Red riding hood was
walking
· T - Talk about watch or technology – She heard the birds chirping – so she wondered
what she could see if she carried binoculars?
· E - Describe building and structures she passes. When Goldilocks entered the house,
what was it built with, how many rooms did it have?
· A - Talk about descriptive vocabulary like – Shiny, crinkly, Use good descriptive wordsspeckled, scaly, bumpy, spongy. Use spatial language -Above, curve, huge, tiny, edge,
size, side, below. Use movements and force related words – Flow, current, sink, ﬂoat,
twist, sprinkle, melt, rustle
· M - She saw 4 ﬂowers; she had 10 objects in her basket, etc.
10. STEAM During rhymes –
· Song on water cycle is science
· Song about building and bridges is engineering
· Songs on shapes colours and numbers is Math
· Songs about rhyming and opposites is arts
· Songs about traﬃc signal, clocks are technology.

11. Ask children to bring a object and use KISS
· K- Kinesthetic learning - eye and brain need each other, keep children occupied, e.g. movement - lets try to twist our nose, is it possible? , Shake your shoulders, etc.
· I - Inquiry and Inquisitive - ask questions, give opportunities to think, ask open ended
questions. E.g. - What if, what if games like - what if clouds have strings, should they
have strings, what if the world was full of chocolate?
· S - Security - Consider Maslow'sHierarchy - safety is very important, don't threaten or
scare children
· S - Social - children need social development, so talk to children don't talk at children.
E.g. - promote show and tell so that they can speak, share

Here is a wonderful lesson plan using blended learning by Farzana DohadwalaFARZANA DOHADWALA
Lets take one topic - My City
As educators we need to be clear about our teaching goals and outcomes
So what is it that we want our children to understand about cities?
What is the end result? So we plan backwards- backward design for forward action. Once the
learning outcomes are in place, the next important thing would be to set the right and most
appropriate provocation.

Blended learning
Online learning

Oﬄine learning

Begin the unit by showing an image of our
very own Mumbai city in the olden times.
(Black and white picture) This helps build
curiosity and engages students into the
learning process.
It provides an opportunity for students to
share their voice and choice (please create
small groups for online learning classes)
Choice of what they would like to inquire and
learn about their city..

Send an email to parents telling them that
the new unit we are starting is “My City”

Using the KWL chart record what students
know, want to know and then at the end of
the unit list what they have learnt .

Students to collect pictures/ photographs of
diﬀerent places they have visited and talk
about the diﬀerent cities and how each is
unique

Next move on to listing the diﬀerent ways in
which students would like to ﬁnd out more
about their city- their choice and voice.
For example- e -storybooks, inviting a guest
speaker online, images etc.

Parent reads a book based on cities with
the child as suggested by the teacher

“A picture speaks a thousand words”
keeping this thought in mind, pose pictures
of our city then and now Discuss each of the
pictures in detail highlighting how it makes
our city unique.

As part of the oﬄine class, children can ﬁll
in a graphic organizer sent by the teacher then and now taking help from search
engines like Google

Singing : Play the Town Song on YouTube
.This song will help students to learn more
about the city and develop listening skills.
Seeing the picture, students are required to
ﬁll in the gaps and sing along .
https://youtu.be/wwE-yUEmJBA

Share the same song link with parents to
reinforce students learning at home .
Have the child state/ list all that he heard
and saw and new words learnt

Do a virtual meeting with parents and
explain the learning outcomes you plan to
achieve with home support

Online learning
Making trans disciplinary links
1. Lang: Students can be read the following
books :
1. All Through My Town by Jean Reidy
2. Busytown by Richard Scarry
3. Or another book chosen by the
teacher
Before reading discuss and talk about the
cover page, author.
When reading a book, ensure students are
made aware about the purpose of reading..

Oﬄine learning
Encourage children to draw their favourite
part of the story like the garden, the
restaurant and share their fond memory of
the same( parents write the anecdotes )
Create choice boards at home for revision (
explain in virtual mtg)

During reading, discuss the diﬀerent
structures and monuments. Have students
draw , or make a mind map about what they
hear and see that is found in their city They
could come up with things they like in their
city
Garden ,Restaurant .Sea .Beach Mall.
School etc.

Art : Students learn about lines and patterns
,create sky scrapers and use lines and
patterns within the same.
In Math: Students learn about ordinals, and
colour a picture of various buildings based
on the number key given: colour the ﬁrst
building blue, the second building orange,
the third building green etc. (See picture in
the oﬄine column)

Students can further create a building
oﬄine using blocks and then measure the
same using non standard units of
measurement > Guide parents through a
virtual meeting why estimation skills are so
important at this age .So they can help you
at home .

Online learning
Science :
When listening to stories or watching videos,
observing images etc, the teacher facilitates
a discussion about diﬀerent homes and
buildings that are seen in a city .So what are
these homes made up of:
They are called materials
The story of the Three Little Pigs can be
narrated to highlight the importance of
materials and the importance of using a
strong material.
Talk about the importance of a strong base
and foundation for a structure to be sturdy.

Drama: Role play
Imagine you are a tour guide and take
children on a tour round Mumbai city using a
You tube video of Mumbai city

Oﬄine learning
Have children create a tall structure using
various indigenous materials available at
home
Discuss: what material is used?
How does it feel- soft, rough,
Parents could ask these guiding questions
that are discussed in the earlier virtual
meeting Questions: What have you created
? its awesome what gave you this idea
??etc.
Parent clicks pictures of these simple
creations and sends it to the teacher .then
teacher can appreciate each creation in the
online class.

Imagine you are a king, build a fort for
yourself using any toys or books
Extension : Indulge in a dialogue , wherein
you are being attacked by the enemy, how
would you save your kingdom.

Online learning

Oﬄine learning
As part of the culmination, have students
create their own city using materials easily
found at home .
Give a name to the city
Share what makes their city unique.

While continuing to learn and develop younger children need to also care for their physical
health and ﬁtness. Here are 3 strategies that can beneﬁt student learning and health:
1. Embedding eye exercises in learning schedules can highly beneﬁt children. Using a glow stick
to make the kids look up, down, left and right. Option for parents is a colorful pen or a spoon
2. To boost immunity and propagate respiratory health, it is essential to include breathing
exercises in a child's daily routine. Belly breathing is breathing completely till the stomach rises
just as it happens in small babies this can be done in a play way by placing a small stuﬀed toy
on the stomach while lying down and watch the toy rise up and go down on exhalation.
3. Dynamic yoga poses is a good option for taking movement breaks during the class e.g. while
showing a cat the kid can get down on the fours and move around.

Useful Apps for Children that you can recommend parents to use –
1. Khan Academy
2. Code Monkey - Coding
3. Square Tales – to use for skills – reading, answer in elaborative ways, for early readers, for
the ones who are not able to identify letters and sounds
4. Scholastic Reading – collection of books and programs for phonetics, letter recognition,
small stories and

Let us live for our children. This was advocated by the father of Kindergarten, Fredrich
Froebel and this is what ECA wants to stress upon during this pandemic, let us take care
of our youngest by ensuring that we give them active play and engagement opportunities
with their teacher and friends, wherever and whenever possible.
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